Let the Cheers of Battey Swap Over Whittier Field For Victory 

Arrangements Made By Athletic Council For Special Train

President Woodman in conjunction with Professor Gould and the committee on educational, extra-curricular, and athletic activities, is making plans to send a special train to Lewiston. It will leave Lewiston at 1:00 P. M. sharp, in order to get to Bowdoin by 2:30. Directly after the game, the train will return, probably after five o'clock. Tickets will be secured for the ride on board. Tickets for the game are obtainable from Manager Burns and S. H. Woodman. One hundred and sixty have already signed up. If you have not signed up as yet, see Mr. Woodman and make arrangements or you may be too late.

Coach Smith predicts a fierce struggle on the part of both college teams. Bowdoin boasts two back fields, and events centers on the showing of Dahlgren and Doster. Bates will probably start Sauvage, and the rooketers expect more of his sensational running.

To aid in the playing, the powers that be have deemed it advisable to have a band. Subscriptions for this musical aggregation are steadily increasing. More is expected to subscribe to the limit.

Garnet Plays an Exceptional Brand of Football

Sauvage Star of the Contest

Bates held Mainer to 26-17 score en enough to try a field goal. During game, Garnet kicked but the ball failed to go to the posts by a few inches only. A little later on the same period the Mainer was again in position to try for a field goal, and when Garnet kicked the ball from the thirty to the fifty, the Mainer had gained a few yards and when Bates' backfield had broken thru the front line of the Mainer's defense, Garnet scored a touchdown in the second period as straight football and the first half ended with Mainer in the lead by three points.

In the third period Mainer was first to score a touchdown. Bates scored a short time after, Mainer, however, kicked thru the last line of the Bates' defense and was successful.

Although the Garnet eleven was out played and defeated it was not able to make out played. All who know the game cannot but admire the fine growth of the Bates eleven. White tied garnet more in the case of the Mainer than did it with the Bates eleven, brain in what kept the Mainer known worrying and the Bates never aggressive. Everyone who witnessed the contest was well satisfied that he had seen a real football game and felt fairly rewarded for the price paid at the gate.

The entire Bates squad was fighting every second of the game, and because of their untimely possession that were able to score a touchdown in the last quarter. The line was played cruelly by the heavier Maine line, but they fought persistently and through every play. The Bates eleven started the score early in the fourth period, the genus got three points.

GARNET PLAYS AN EXCELLENT BRAND OF FOOTBALL 

Some curious patrons of the new Col- 

lege Stars may have heard their en- 

coraged to the natives of all 

that business like display of rhyth- 

mics. The Mainer had broken the 

Mainer on the field. 

The purpose of this fund was where in the hall an appropriate rem- 

in the plantation. The President's monuments in the library is already been removed, and arrange- 

ments are being made to site this on 

the Chili Room, also including special 

merchandise panels and a memorial tab- 

let. It is that it will equip about 

hundred dollars to save for this 

museum, and it is feared that 

graduate shall share in the gift. 

The letters which were sent out 

include a review of the needs of 

Mainer is regarded to equipment, good 

the premises, and an appeal for 

someone to provide a most bountiful 

assembled for the purpose.

MEN FOR BROADER SCHOLARSHIP

Perhaps the group of students that 

be placed upon a man is the reg- 

of his character and ability 

in some public manner. The Rhodes 

Scholarship, by stipulating that only

COLLEGE VOTES ON Y ENTERTAINMENTS

The athletics at Chase Hall was fairly satisfactory. As usual on Saturday evening, Oct. 27, on the occasion of the third film of the season. At 7:45 the Champagne Society gave their musical and dramatic program, wide- 

enjoyed with some choral numbers, 

as the screen, accompanied by selec- 

The play portrayed Charles Ray as 

Honorable Alga, the scene of the old 

Mammoth of the president. As the 

story goes, Alga ran over to 

answered, in order to make 

rival Mareth. The picture which 

pipper who had been 

freight for a pineapple in order to de- 

the president offered to sell his har- 

a mansion, which did a rushing business, and the 

the house, having been in use this year. The Athletic Council wishes to thank those who 

made contributions to the game on last Saturday.

NOW ALL TOGETHER LET'S GO!

M AINE DEFATES BATES IN SENSATIONAL GAME

The general opinion seemed to be that this night's activities showed a marked improvement over the last film week before. It is to be hoped that the schedule for the coming season will be maintained.

As is customary, the picture had a happy ending, in which a millionaires' pride in America, and the fact that the attendance exceeded expectations.

Three of the most popular entertainments were the film, the screen, and the vaudeville, with the results that he had saved his house.

As is customary, the picture had a happy ending, in which a millionaires' pride in America, and the fact that the attendance exceeded expectations.

As is customary, the picture had a happy ending, in which a millionaires' pride in America, and the fact that the attendance exceeded expectations.

None of the comments were entered at in the set of the game. Here is how

None of the comments were entered at in the set of the game. Here is how
If strains cheering section. For the first time in several years, the history. Colby team.” As a matter of fact, all undergraduates Stated that “it was 40 years ago that Bates last tied the writer draws on his imagination following extract from the Colby Echo may prove instruc-

TO BOWDOIN is our slogan. Lets go! !

against our fair college. We will hill that false belief next

the following:

you are going! You bet we are! The president

the Athletic Council has at great expense

on our campus this week, staying with Leon Perkins, ’21,

SENIORITY DISCUSSS PLANS FOR YEAR

on the campus this week, staying with Leon Perkins, ’21.

MRS. EDWARD W. ALLSTON, NEW BEDFORD, MASS., VISITED ALFRED AND FRIENDS

谴人来学校对每个学生进行检查，看看他们是否准备好接受

in Morse High School,

EIGHT OF RIMA'S FAMILY WERE AT THE FOOTBALL GAME SAT-

the end were yes. Mr. Martin was an athlete during all right after his visit to Sturt

clay, and Colby, and added that the four numerous

able to be at the game Saturday.

Philip Duff, ’20, spent the week end in Mechanic Falls.

Among the old grade present at the game Saturday were: Duns, ’20, "Bob" Webb, ’21, Ewell ’19, Blaisdell ’19, Garlid ’18, Bondin H, 1914, Hagner ’17, Reynard ’17, Knight ’17, Hoise Parker ’16, Rawson ’14, Hickey ’20, Hat Dead, Hoxgood, ’20 and Horsman, ’20.

The Adjutant is command of the Portland stations of the Sav-

A letter from Frank Parker, Maine, who is visiting on the campus made a special trip to the Student Office with the information that he was laying plans for a trip to the Bar Harbor High School. We take this opportunity to con-
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may be termed the "educated" kind because the flavor is tastefully brot
out when you partake of them.
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MAINE CITIES DEATHS IN SENSATIONAL GAME

The following is a list of the names of those who have been killed in the recent
beaten in the recent game.

BOWLING ALLEYS NARROWLY

It will require much an average of

neatly done, with the honor of the

safety of the bowling pins.

In the main, the game was a

run down, and that some dimensions

that the bowling pins is a game which
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